e-TENDER CORRIGENDUM

Reference Tender Enquiry No: NEIGR/S&P/OT/E-02/2020-2021 for processing of Protective Personal Equipment (PPE) Kit, under COVID-19 Emergency Response and Health System Preparedness Project, in view of the evolving situation of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), The following amendment/addendum are hereby being considered against the said e-tender:-

The following corrigendum is hereby being considered against the specification of the stores/items:-

One (1) set of PPE consist of following items:

1. Gloves-1 Pair
2. Coverall-1 no
3. Goggles-All side sealed type-1 no
4. Face Mask -NIOSH N95/EN 149 FFP2 or Equivalent-1no
5. Shoe Cover (Same material as Coverall suite)-1 Pair
6. Face shield-1 no

In addition to the tendered specification/quality standard mentioned in the tender, the following specifications are also incorporated in the specification.

Coverall:

1. Single Overall type garment with integrated hood (designed to match the head contour) with elastic around face opening. Front zipper with lock slider and the Zipper should be covered with a storm flap with provision of self adhesive sealing & fabric must be minimum 80gsm & above.
2. Elastic is also required on wrist & lower leg area.
3. Seam length should be minimum possible.
4. Manufactured out of suggested material as below
   - Three layered laminated fabric with central layer of SMS type non woven of approx.50 gsm and micro porous breathable PE films on both sides each of approx 20 gsm.
   - Approx 20 gm monolithic film in centre and outer side 45-50 gsm SMS type PP nonwoven water repellent and inner side 20-30 gsm SS/SMS non woven.
   - Three layered laminated fabric with central layer of SMS type non woven of approx.50 gsm and PE films on both sides each of approx 20 gsm.
5. Fabrication: Sewing/ Adhesion/ thermal/RF welding /Ultrasonic welding or any other suitable technique or combination of techniques followed by application of Sealing tape in stitched area. The sealing tape should be hot air adhesive type made out of suitable material such that the fabricated joint withstands the Synthetic Blood penetration test, Minimum width of the tape should be 16 mm. Thumb & Finger Loop (One loop in each sleeve to anchor the sleeve in place) made of thin elastic tape.

Packing and Storage of the PPE Set:

a. Each coverall along with a pair of shoe cover of specified size is required to be packed in clean and transparent Polyethene Pouch, sealed at the mouth, in clean condition and must have a coloured printed paper inlay or printing on polythene for information regarding manufacturer, month & year of manufacturing, Instruction regarding usage, storage, disposal.

b. Storage Life: 5 years in standard packing, under the specified storage conditions.

c. Certificate/Test report must submit along with the bid

1. NABL/Government approved Lab/DRDE/SITRA test certification with detail parameters as per the guidelines.

All other terms and conditions remains the same.

For further details regarding amendment, addendum, extension and downloading of documents, please visit website: www.eprocure.gov.in /www.neigrihms.gov.in; Tel/Fax: 0364-2538032; E-mail: storeneigrihms@gmail.com.

Sd/-
Stores & Procurement Officer,
For and on behalf of Director, NEIGRIHMS